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After a negative start to the week ending 20th July, the stock market eked out a gain of 951 
points (2.4%) amid a lot of volatility as indicated by an average daily movement of 662 points 
(1.64%). On the one hand, increasing odds of hung parliament in the general elections and 
associated risks of policy paralysis in this challenging economic backdrop tempered market 
sentiments. On the other hand, expectations of some decisive policy actions by the incoming 
government with fresh mandate to address long-standing issues on the economic front 
perked up sentiments of the market participants. With general elections just around the 
corner, understandably the domestic politics is earning all the attention and investors are in 
a kind of wait and watch situation. During the week, net selling was seen from Foreign 
Investors, Banks/DFIs, and Broker Proprietary Trading to the tune of USD 22.1 million, USD 
9.0 million, and USD 6.0 million, respectively. In contrast, Insurance Companies, Individuals, 
Companies, and Mutual Funds added fresh position amounting to USD 13.0 million, USD 
9.8 million, USD 7.3 million, and USD 6.6 million, respectively. 

While acknowledging the mounting risks to the economy emanating from deteriorating 
external account position we believe that the recent policy measures including hikes in 
policy rates, multiple rounds of PKR devaluation, and levying of additional tariffs on 
imports would curb aggregate demand and bring down the yawning trade de�cit in due 
course of time. In addition to this, talks have already been initiated with the IMF for a new 
stabilization program that would bring �scal discipline, foster critical structural reforms, 
and provide some short-term relief to the fast depleting SBP FX reserves. However, there is 
no denying that the whole process would be painful and take some time to achieve the 
desired results.

Going ahead, we reiterate our view that volatility may remain elevated due to shifting 
developments in the domestic politics and ongoing countercyclical policy measures to 
restore medium-term economic stability. From valuations perspective, the market is fairly 
valued as re�ected by forward Price-to-Earnings (P/E) multiple of 8.7 and offers a dividend 
yield of around 5%. We believe that the stock market would take cue from the outcome of 
the upcoming general elections and the associated policy directions. 
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